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I first observed with excitement several of SUZUKI s video works
which are considered to be early works in his portfolio. In terms of
time period, the very earliest work is Landscape-1, shot on Dec 31st,
2010. The short footage, lasting 1 minute and 30 seconds, is a long
take of sand dunes by the beach and a flock of sea birds flying
together, taken from a distance. While this scene of flying birds and
crashing waves is simple and bland without a significant incident or
narrative, the time and place in which this landscape was shot is
very meaningful. It was recorded on the last day of 2010, in a town
called Namie in Japan, which was one of the most radioactive
contaminated areas to result from the Fukushima nuclear accident
that took place in March the following year. The landscape is of a
place that can never return to how it used to be, two months before
the disaster happened. Namie is the hometown of the father of the
artist, as well as many of those who used to live and farm there
including the father of the artist, and they lost their homes in the
diaspora without a clue as to when they can, or ever will, return
home. A matching pair to this video is Namie:
Fukushima/10.June.2012, which is a shot of the disastrous
landscape of Fukushima taken from the artist s car while driving, in
June 2012, a year after the nuclear accident. In the 3-minute video,
there is no sound nor narration, and the fleeting scene outside of the
car window captures abandoned cars and piles of architectural ruins.
I never myself asked the artist what it means for the artist to be
completely uprooted and lose his one and only home in the world
over night, but I assume that the trauma of this major disaster had
quite a big impact on his works that followed. I can t help but think
that a number of his video works since then stand for the artist s way
of responding to this trauma.  These works capture trivial, harmless
and playful gestures, such as a collection of short clips of children s
games like paper folding, thumb wars, cat s cradle and hopscotch

and portable to virtually anywhere in the world.
Having spent the last three months as a residency artist at Nanji
Creation Center, Seoul Museum of Art in the spring of 2017, Suzuki
presented a series of 224 drawings made of images he collected in
Seoul. Placed in 7 lines with 32 drawings per line, the work fills up
the entire round wall of the museum, and seems to present a
continuous pattern of different abstract forms placed in set order in
repetition, or like codified text written in unintelligible
hieroglyphics. Simple shapes extracted from the visual elements that
make up the city, they are formulated repeatedly in similar forms
and colors, while each one of them seems to transform into a
different shape and proliferate endlessly. Comparing the work to
language, the images seem to represent a stage where the multiple
phonemes have already gathered into syllables, but have yet to
deliver a definite meaning. Or comparing it to music, it s as if a
number of notes are put together to make a harmony, but no melody
has been formed yet. SUZUKI s work seems to have collected
visual elements that make up the city and constructed it into a
system that s similar to language.
The artist s note about his work New Language (2014) demonstrates
the intent of the artist in the work:
... Fundamentally, language is made of elements of image and
meaning . I attempt to make an unfamiliar situation in which the

meaning has slipped from the images. In this situation, the image
exists as an independent being as a visual language, without having
meaning in the real world.
But the city is a vast ocean of these countless images that have
slipped from the meaning of the real world. New images continue to
be produced, replacing the existing images, whether it s for
commercial purposes or to deliver everyday information. This
process produces images that have lost their use and are discarded or
neglected. And rather than vanishing right away, they drop from
their original context, become fragmented, and hover around the
city. SUZUKI observes the fragments of these images, and collects
them in forms of drawing. Whether they are parts of the streets,
retired parts of buildings, or elements that reflect the creator s artistic
judgments, they are captured and collected as images with visual
form, color and pattern irrelevant to their original context. They are
small fragments that were once part of the city but have severed off.

recorded in Tehran in the video on.. and..on (2011), and playful kids
tapping on objects on the streets with sticks in the video city drum
(2012). Other works also focus on playful and trivial gestures, such
as a number of people standing in front of the camera producing a
tone each and creating a type of minimalism music together in How
do we participate in this world (2012).  Another work would be
New Sound (2012), in which sounds produced when various
everyday objects like glass bottle, fruit, cups and baseballs are
placed on the table are all mixed up. From these works, I would like
to make the inference that these gestures signify the way Suzuki
responds to the tremendous disaster he experienced. They might be
a manifestation of his struggle to find meaning from the simplest
things, and through an exquisitely polished form like Haiku, endure
sorrow and loss and seek healing and restoration.
SUZUKI s recent works are mainly composed of his drawing series
that he begun in 2015, to which he gave the unique title archegraph
study. A word the artist coined himself combining archetype ,
which means fixed original form , and graphy which means
diagram and encoding , this term clearly demonstrates the artist s

field of interest which he has pursued in the last few years. These
careful color pencil drawing series capturing the fragments of
various images discovered in the city, were first exhibited in
Sapporo in 2016 under the title City Language, and then shown in
Nagoya and Seoul afterwards. It will continue to be shown in other
cities the artist resides in the future.
Perhaps this way of working is quite natural and perhaps most
befitting to an artist who has been partaking in the various residency
programs around the world, starting with a workshop in Tehran in
2011 and then in Rotterdam, Berlin, Reykjavik(Iceland), Seoul and
Tainan, etc. Working with the minimum material and simple
convenient method might be the most practical choice for SUZUKI,
in his nomadic life of residencies and repeated departures and
arrivals in unfamiliar places. SUZUKI rids himself of the burden of
the physical studio, materials and equipment that accompany artists
who settle down in one place to work; instead, he focuses on
observing and recording the specific forms, colors, symbols and
signs of the cities he captures as an alien of the city with sensitivity.
As suggested by the word arche in the title of his work, it seems
as though the artist is creating a type of archive or image storage
made of the various visual images he has collected in the cities. And
this archive is an imaginative one, compiled into a few sketchbooks
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And the archive of these images are like a puzzle that can never be
completed.
This is how SUZUKI explores outside of the boundaries of real
world, filled with meaning. He explores the images that roam
around, having lost meaning, in between the image and meaning,
and amidst the signifiers that transport meaning. The abstracted
images seem to have severed off from certain concrete objects, but
they never directly point at or describe specific objects. While they
have the same characteristic as the signs and diagrams that replace a
certain specific subject in real world, the subjects that they direct at
are never actually revealed. In front of them, the audience enters a
neutral ground between what is abstract and representative, and the
name and the image of matters. If each of the images, aligned in
perfect order, were a certain word, we do not understand the
meaning of that word, nor read the sentence made of such words.
The moment we step outside the boundaries of language, we enter
the state of illiteracy.
Through what is captured from the everyday images of the city,
SUZUKI s work takes us to unfamiliar places, and outside of the
boundaries of language and meaning. And this is in continuation of
the long artistic tradition of mediating and balancing the image and
text; the two realms that have always been in conflict and
competition since the onset of human civilization. As shown in the
2014 work New Language, SUZUKI s work goes beyond the
human language tied down to language and concept, and explores
the possibility of a new language that engages with the whole world.
At a glance, the drawings may look simple and trivial but what the
artist pursues through these drawings certainly isn t.


